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ABSTRACT

A major set of changes was made to the Environment Canada global deterministic prediction system during the fall of 2014, including the replacement of four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4DVar) by four-dimensional ensemble–variational data assimilation (4DEnVar). The new system provides improved forecast accuracy relative to the previous system, based on results from two sets of two-month data assimilation and forecast experiments. The improvements are largest at shorter lead times, but significant improvements are maintained in the 120-h forecasts for most regions and vertical levels. The improvements result from the combined impact of numerous changes, in addition to the use of 4DEnVar. These include an improved treatment of radiosonde and aircraft observations, an improved radiance bias correction procedure, the assimilation of ground-based GPS data, a doubling of the number of assimilated channels from hyperspectral infrared sounders, and an improved approach for initializing model forecasts. Because of the replacement of 4DVar with 4DEnVar, the new system is also more computationally efficient and easier to parallelize, facilitating a doubling of the analysis increment horizontal resolution. Replacement of a full-field digital filter with the 4D incremental analysis update approach, and the recycling of several key variables that are not directly analyzed significantly reduced the model spinup during both the data assimilation cycle and in medium-range forecasts.

1. Introduction

For more than a decade, numerous operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) centers have had significant improvements in analysis and forecast accuracy by adopting the four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4DVar) approach (e.g., Rabier et al. 2000; Rabier 2005; Rawlins et al. 2007; Gauthier et al. 2007). In parallel with these developments, a significant research and development effort has resulted in the successful application of the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) to NWP for ensemble prediction (e.g., Houtekamer et al. 2014). Combinations of variational data assimilation with the EnKF have recently been used to obtain additional improvements in deterministic analysis and forecast accuracy. For example, the Met Office in the United Kingdom recently modified their operational global 4DVar system to include flow-dependent background-error covariances estimated from EnKF ensembles of background states (Clayton et al. 2013). Similarly, the National Centers for Environmental Prediction in the United States also modified their operational global three-dimensional variational data assimilation (3DVar) system to include ensemble background-error covariances (Wang et al. 2013; Kleist and Ide 2015). These approaches result in significant improvements when compared with the same 3DVar or 4DVar system that only employs the climatological and highly parameterized models of background-error covariance that are typically used (e.g., Derber and Bouttier 1999; Gauthier et al. 1999).
Unlike the case of only adding ensemble covariances to an existing variational system, the data assimilation approach used at Environment Canada (EC) for global NWP was recently changed in a more substantial way. The previous system, based on 4DVar with climatological background-error covariances, was replaced with the four-dimensional ensemble–variational data assimilation [4DEnVar; see Lorenc (2013) for the recommended nomenclature for such methods]. Unlike 4DVar, the new 4D assimilation approach does not require the tangent linear and adjoint version of the forecast model, but instead relies on 4D ensemble covariances to explicitly estimate the full temporal–spatial background-error covariances over the assimilation time window. These covariances are estimated from the ensemble of background states from the existing operational global EnKF at EC [a modified version of the system described by Houtekamer et al. (2014)]. By removing the use of the tangent linear and adjoint of the forecast model from the data assimilation procedure, the 4DEnVar approach is more computationally efficient and easier to parallelize than 4DVar. Moreover, results from a previous study by Buehner et al. (2013) demonstrate sufficiently improved analysis and forecast accuracy to justify replacing 4DVar with 4DEnVar. This change was combined with numerous other modifications, including an improved satellite radiance bias correction procedure, an improved treatment of radiosonde and aircraft observations, a new procedure for initializing the forecast model, and the assimilation of a large number of additional observations. The goal of this study is to describe and evaluate the impact of these recent changes to the operational Global Deterministic Prediction System (GDPS) at EC. A nearly identical data assimilation system is also now used for the operational Regional Deterministic Prediction System (RDPS) as detailed in the companion paper by Caron et al. (2015).

The next section provides a brief description of all changes, including a summary of the individual impacts of each change on analysis and forecast accuracy in cases where they were already evaluated in previous studies. In section 3, results are given from numerical experiments designed to evaluate the impact of only the new satellite radiance bias correction procedure. Similarly, section 4 provides results from numerical experiments designed to evaluate the impact of only the changes to the forecast model and its initialization. Results showing the combined impact of all modifications in the new global 4DEnVar-based system relative to the previous 4DVar-based system are the focus of section 5. Finally, some conclusions are given in section 6.

2. Description of the system modifications

A 4DVar-based system has been used operationally at EC to provide the initial conditions for global forecasts since 15 March 2005 (Gauthier et al. 2007). During the years that followed, significant improvements were made to both the forecast model and the data assimilation system. Some significant changes include the following: extending the model and assimilation domain in the vertical to fully include the stratosphere starting on 22 June 2009 (Charron et al. 2012); improving model forecasts of tropical cyclones starting on 12 July 2011 (Zadra et al. 2014); adding new observations [Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI), SSMIS, and a reduced thinning of all radiances] starting on 16 November 2011; reducing the model grid spacing from 0.45° × 0.3° to 0.35° × 0.23°, reducing the grid spacing for the analysis increment from 1.5° × 1.5° to 0.9° × 0.9°, and introducing vertical staggering starting on 13 February 2013 (Zadra et al. 2014b; Girard et al. 2014). The set of changes relative to this 4DVar-based system that were recently implemented at EC are summarized in Table 1 and described in more detail in the remainder of this section.

a. Replacement of 4DVar with 4DEnVar

The current 4DVar approach was replaced by 4DEnVar using a configuration very similar to what was described and evaluated by Buehner et al. (2013). In that study, the impact of only changing the data assimilation approach from 4DVar to 4DEnVar was evaluated. Compared with the experimental configuration of 4DEnVar tested in that study, the current 4DEnVar-based system uses a higher horizontal resolution for the analysis increment (grid spacing in latitude and longitude of 0.45° × 0.45° instead of 0.6° × 0.6°) and EnKF covariances estimated from a slightly larger ensemble size (256 instead of 192 members). These differences are due to changes made in the operational EnKF of the Global Ensemble Prediction System (GEPS) tested in combination with the new GDPS [the previous EnKF configuration is described by Houtekamer et al. (2014)]. In addition, whereas the ensemble members used by Buehner et al. (2013) were obtained from a previously run EnKF experiment, the experiments with the complete new system are run in coupled mode. Specifically, the EnKF assimilates observations with quality control and bias correction performed by the GDPS and the GDPS uses the ensemble of background states produced by the EnKF experiment to specify the background-error covariances for 4DEnVar. This two-way dependence requires that the GDPS and GEPS be run together with the appropriate flow of information...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component modified</th>
<th>4DVar-based system</th>
<th>4DEnVar-based system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assimilation approach</strong></td>
<td>4DVar, two outer-loop iterations (with 35 and 30 inner loop iterations, respectively), increments computed every 18 min</td>
<td>4DEnVar, no outer-loop (70 inner loop iterations), increments computed every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis increment horizontal grid</strong></td>
<td>$0.9^\circ \times 0.9^\circ$ Gaussian grid</td>
<td>$0.45^\circ \times 0.45^\circ$ Gaussian grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Background-error covariances</strong></td>
<td>Lagged-forecast difference method covariances are only specified at the beginning of the 6-h assimilation window.</td>
<td>From the surface to ~40 hPa, the average of lagged-forecast difference method covariances and 4D ensemble covariances from 256 ensemble members every hour over the 6-h assimilation window. Above ~10 hPa, only the 3D lagged-forecast difference method covariances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instruments with assimilated radiance data (No. of channels)</strong></td>
<td>AMSU-A (11), AMSU-B (4), MHS (4), SSMIS (7), geostationary imagers (1), AIRS (87), and IASI (62)</td>
<td>AMSU-A (11), AMSU-B (4), MHS (4), SSMIS (7), geostationary imagers (1), AIRS (142), and IASI (142)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other satellite data</strong></td>
<td>GPS-RO refractivity, atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs), and scatterometer winds</td>
<td>GPS-RO refractivity, AMVs, scatterometer winds, and ZTD from GB-GPS over North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment of radiosonde and aircraft data</strong></td>
<td>Radiosonde uses launch time and station location for entire profile and aircraft has no temperature bias correction.</td>
<td>Radiosonde uses appropriate measured or computed time and horizontal position for each pressure level, aircraft has static temperature bias correction, and both radiosonde and aircraft have increased vertical resolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version of RTTOV</strong></td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Satellite radiance bias correction</strong></td>
<td>Coef are computed from obs-minus-background, based on the last 7 days, 4 times per day, except static for AMSU-A channels 11–14.</td>
<td>Coef are computed from obs-minus-analysis using a separate 3DVar analysis that does not include radiances, based on the last 7 days, 2 times per day, except static for AMSU-A channels 13–14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model initialization scheme</strong></td>
<td>DF is applied to full model fields during the first 6 h of model integration (i.e., from $T + 0$ to $T + 6$ h for $T = 0000$, 0600, 1200, or 1800 UTC).</td>
<td>4DIAU is applied over 6-h assimilation window (i.e., from $T - 3$ to $T + 3$ h for $T = 0000$, 0600, 1200 or 1800 UTC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recycled physics variables</strong></td>
<td>None (all physics variables are initialized using values diagnosed from the analyzed state)</td>
<td>Total condensate, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulence regime, mixing length, friction velocity, and PBL height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sea ice concentration analysis</strong></td>
<td>Based on averaging gridded observations with 35-km grid spacing, one analysis per day, ice concentration from one satellite and manual analyses from Canadian Ice Service</td>
<td>Based on a 3DVar system with 10-km grid spacing, 4 analyses per day, ice concentration from four satellites and manual analyses from Canadian Ice Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between the systems at each analysis time, as shown in Fig. 1. These relatively small differences in the 4DEnVar configuration likely have only a minor effect on the measured impact of replacing 4DVar with 4DEnVar and, therefore, the results from Buehner et al. (2013) can be helpful in interpreting how the impact of the complete set of changes is related to just changing the data assimilation approach.

Based on six-week data assimilation experiments for both winter and summer periods, Buehner et al. (2013) demonstrated that forecasts from 4DEnVar analyses have either similar or better scores in the tropical troposphere and the winter extratropics than the forecasts from 4DVar analyses. In contrast, the medium-range forecast scores for the summer extratropics with 4DEnVar are either similar to or worse than those of 4DVar in the troposphere. The seasonal differences in extratropical medium-range forecast quality are largest in the southern extratropics, where the forecasts from 4DEnVar are significantly worse during February–March and better during July–August than those from 4DVar. Relative to radiosonde observations, the 6-h forecasts from the 4DEnVar experiments are significantly better than those from 4DVar for both periods and in all regions.

b. Improved treatment of radiosonde and aircraft observations

Many changes were made to the processing and assimilation of radiosonde and aircraft data. In the 4DVar-based system, radiosonde profiles are interpolated to 27 prescribed pressure levels from 1050 to 10 hPa. Aircraft data are thinned by selecting one set of observations (i.e., wind, temperature, and humidity if available) every 15 min within latitude–longitude boxes of 1° × 1° with 50-hPa depth in the troposphere and 25-hPa depth above 300 hPa. In the 4DEnVar-based system, the same approach is used for the vertical selection of radiosonde and aircraft data. One set of observations per model layer is selected, which increases the volume of assimilated data by roughly 50% for radiosonde and 35% for aircraft. A static bias correction based on the reported pressure level is applied to all temperature observations from aircraft reports, without consideration of aircraft type or phase of flight. This adjustment (based on a one-month data assimilation experiment in which aircraft data were not assimilated) reduces the temperature by 0.1 K between 700 and 500 hPa, 0.2 K between 500 and 400 hPa, 0.3 K between 400 and 300 hPa, and 0.5 K between 300 and 100 hPa. The observation-error statistics have also been revised for both radiosonde and aircraft data, following the approach developed by Desroziers et al. (2005) in which the covariance between observation minus background and observation minus analysis provides, under specific assumptions, an estimate of observation-error variance.

Another important improvement made to radiosonde data processing in the 4DEnVar-based system is the recovery of the horizontal position and time of observations following the method proposed by Laroche and
Sarrazin (2013). In all previous data assimilation systems used operationally at EC, including the 4DVar-based system, the upper-air station location and launch time are assigned to all radiosonde data. This is because the actual horizontal position and time of observations are not provided in the radiosonde reports in alphanumeric codes available through the Global Telecommunication System (GTS). Laroche and Sarrazin (2013) estimate the balloon trajectory and the acquisition time from the observed wind and a representative elapsed ascending time profile. In the future, direct metadata will be reported in Binary Universal Form for Representation of Meteorological Data (BUFR) code that will progressively replace the current alphanumeric codes for transmitting radiosonde data. Consequently, the modifications made here to the radiosonde data processing will facilitate the ongoing transition from alphanumeric codes to BUFR code.

The impact of these changes to the assimilation of radiosonde data on forecast accuracy is positive and statistically significant at short range in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere where the balloon drift can be large (as much as 200 km in the Northern Hemisphere winter season). The impact of the new static temperature bias correction from aircraft reports, not shown here, is significant over North America and Europe where a warm bias between 300 and 100 hPa can be clearly seen when assimilating the uncorrected observations. This bias correction also yields a small improvement in short-range temperature forecast scores within that layer.

c. Assimilation of ground-based GPS data

Ground-based GPS (GB-GPS) zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD) observations are introduced as a new observation type in the 4DEnVar-based system. Macpherson et al. (2008, hereafter MAC2008) describe how GB-GPS ZTD observations are obtained from ground-based GPS receivers and how they provide accurate all-weather measurements of integrated water vapor when combined with measurements of surface pressure and temperature. Assimilation of ZTD data in an analysis system supplies valuable information on water vapor in the lower to midtroposphere at locally high spatial resolution and frequency compared to radiosonde observations.

The assimilated GB-GPS data come from the NOAA Global Systems Division GPS network, covering North America and Hawaii. Observations are available every 30 min and include ZTD plus collocated (or nearby) surface observations of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity. The impact of assimilating these observations was tested in a previous version of the RDPS (based on 3DVar) as described in MAC2008. Several important differences exist between that initial implementation of GB-GPS assimilation and the strategy adopted for the new 4DEnVar-based system.

The ZTD observation operator has been updated and optimized. Profiles of ZTD are first computed on model levels starting at the model top using horizontally interpolated values of pressure, temperature, and specific humidity. The value of ZTD at the observation height is then obtained through vertical interpolation of the model ZTD (or extrapolation if the GPS receiver antenna is located below the model’s surface). The new operator gives similar results to those obtained with the operator described in MAC2008 but is simpler, more efficient, and easier to maintain.

Only ZTD and collocated surface pressure data are assimilated in the 4DEnVar-based GDPS. The additional surface pressure data are not assimilated at sites close to existing synoptic surface stations to avoid potential data duplication. In MAC2008, 9 of the 12 total 30-min GB-GPS observations per site in the 6-h assimilation window are assimilated, while in the new system the GB-GPS observations are assimilated every 2 h, giving only 3 of the 12 observations per site per 6-h window. As the observations are more separated in time, it was felt that there was no longer a need to account for the temporal correlations in observation error as done in MAC2008. Also, the ZTD data are not bias corrected as in MAC2008, but ZTD data are rejected for the few sites with significant biases as determined from monitoring of differences between the observations and the background state. Growth in the NOAA network since 2004 has increased the number of sites for which data are assimilated (after 50-km spatial thinning is applied) from 200 in the original study to approximately 300 here.

The impact of GB-GPS data assimilation in the new 4DEnVar-based GDPS was evaluated over the two-month periods of February–March and July–August 2011, with results qualitatively similar to those presented in MAC2008. As expected, impacts are most obvious over North America and downstream over the Atlantic Ocean. The positive impact of the GB-GPS data is most obvious when verifying the precipitable water (PW) forecasts against PW retrieved from GB-GPS observations (Fig. 6 in MAC2008). Forecast error measured against retrieved PW is reduced in terms of both standard deviation and bias. In particular, the GB-GPS data help reduce a systematic moist bias in 1200 UTC analyses and the resulting short-range forecasts. The impact of assimilating GB-GPS data is neutral when evaluating forecasts against radiosonde observations. Precipitation verification results reveal overall a
Microwave radiances (AMSU-A or AMSU-B, MHS, and SSMIS) and geostationary imagers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of radiance data</th>
<th>4DVar-based system</th>
<th>4DEnVar-based system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microwave radiances</td>
<td>The 1000–300-, 200–50-, and 50–5-hPa geopotential thicknesses. In addition, for only AMSU-A channels 13 and 14, the 10–1-hPa thickness.</td>
<td>As in 4DVar-based system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared radiances</td>
<td>Observed brightness temperature</td>
<td>The 1000–300-, 200–50-, and 50–5-hPa geopotential thicknesses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

small and mixed impact of the GB-GPS data, with improvement in precipitation forecast skill noted for some regions, lead times, and amount thresholds. The overall impact of GB-GPS data is reduced in winter compared to summer due to lower average water vapor over North America.

d. Improved satellite radiance bias correction procedure

It is essential to employ an effective procedure for estimating and removing the error bias for all satellite radiance observations before assimilation (Derber and Wu 1998; Dee and Uppala 2009). Most procedures rely on other unbiased (or less biased) observations to determine the bias correction of radiance observations. The 4DVar-based system uses an adaptive approach in which the coefficients of a bias model are estimated using the last seven days of differences between the observed brightness temperature and the brightness temperature computed from the background state. This approach essentially assumes that the background state provides an unbiased estimate of the atmospheric state. However, if even a small bias is introduced during the short-term forecast that produces the background state, the satellite radiance observations will be adjusted to be consistent with this biased state. Given the increasingly dominant role played by satellite radiance observations, it is unlikely that other types of observations can act to reduce this bias when assimilated in combination with the large volume of radiances and, therefore, the resulting analysis will retain the bias. It is this known limitation of the approach that necessitates the use of static bias model coefficients for AMSU-A channels 11–14 to avoid a long-term drift of the mean upper-stratospheric temperatures.

The bias correction procedure was modified for use in the new 4DEnVar-based system to allow the other types of observations to have a more direct influence on determining how the radiance observations are adjusted. This is accomplished by performing an extra 3DVar analysis in which no radiance observations are assimilated. This analysis is then used instead of the background state to serve as the reference state for estimating the bias model coefficients. Because the radiance observations are not assimilated in the extra 3DVar analysis, the other types of observations can more easily change the mean temperature and humidity in the background state. This is especially the case for observing systems with extensive coverage over the globe, namely GPS radio occultation (GPS-RO) observations and to a lesser extent radiosonde and aircraft observations. Because of the increased influence of other observation types, the bias model coefficients for only AMSU-A channels 13 and 14 are now held static (instead of channels 11–14 in the previous system). The static coefficients for these two channels were recomputed for the complete 4DEnVar-based system presented in section 5. Results from experiments that demonstrate the impact of changes to the satellite radiance bias correction procedure in isolation are presented in section 3.

The choice of predictors used in the bias model was slightly modified in the new system to reduce the inconsistency between microwave and infrared observation bias estimates (Table 2). Also, to increase the influence of radiosonde observations on the estimated bias, the bias model coefficients are now estimated over the last seven days only from the assimilation windows centered at 0000 and 1200 UTC instead of using all four analysis times per day. However, it was recently realized that using data from only these two analysis times results in an incomplete spatial sampling of the bias for each sensor since the orbits at 0000 and 1200 UTC generally cover similar areas. Consequently, this change is currently being reevaluated.

e. Additional AIRS/IASI channels assimilated

In the existing 4DVar-based system, only 87 Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS; from Aqua) and 62 IASI (from MetOp-A) channels were assimilated. No IASI moisture channels in the 5.5–7.5-μm spectral region were assimilated. In the 4DEnVar-based system, 142 channels are assimilated for each instrument, covering the spectral domain 4.4–15.4 μm and, in particular, about 30 high-peaking temperature channels (70–150 hPa) were added (Garand et al. 2013). The impact of this change to the number of assimilated AIRS and IASI channels was evaluated in combination with changes to the specified observation-error standard deviation for
AIRS and IASI in experiments with a preliminary version of the 4DEnVar-based system over the two-month period February–March 2011. The additional channels increased the combined number of assimilated AIRS and IASI observations from about 1.2 million to about 3.8 million day⁻¹. Results show a modest improvement in the accuracy of temperature and midtropospheric humidity forecasts up to day 5 in the extratropics, but a neutral impact in the tropics.

f. Other changes to radiance assimilation

Satellite radiance observation-error statistics for assimilation purposes are typically estimated using the standard deviation over a fixed period of time of differences between observed brightness temperature and the brightness temperature computed from the background state. The resulting channel-dependent values of observation-error standard deviation are often adjusted to change the weight given to the observations and improve the resulting analysis by compensating for unknown spatiotemporal error correlations and representativeness errors. Previously, there was no well-defined method or procedure for computing and updating the satellite radiance observation-error statistics used at EC. Such a procedure was developed and implemented for the 4DEnVar-based systems as described by Garand et al. (2013). In the new system, errors are defined by a predetermined instrument- and channel-dependent factor $F$ multiplied by the standard deviation of the observation–background differences. For microwave temperature sounding channels (AMSU-A), the factor ranges from 1.4 to 3.7 with the higher factors applied to the higher peaking channels. The factor is set to 2.0 for microwave water vapor channels [AMSU-B, microwave humidity sounder (MHS), SSMIS, and geostationary satellite imagers]. For hyperspectral infrared channels (AIRS and IASI), $F$ is set to 1.6 for temperature channels and 2.0 for all other channels. The chosen values for $F$ result in assigned standard deviation values for most channels that are similar to those used in the previous system. Consequently, data assimilation tests show a mostly neutral impact from this change and, therefore, are not shown. The main advantage of the new approach is that observation-error standard deviation values for new sensors, especially those with a large number of channels, can be computed more efficiently and with less chance of human error while providing consistency with existing sensors.

The fast radiative transfer model used for radiance assimilation, Radiative Transfer for the Television and Infrared Observation Satellite Operational Vertical Sounder (RTTOV; Matricardi et al. 2004), was updated from version 8.7 to 10.2. This allowed the use of a more up-to-date spectroscopy and the improved sea surface microwave Fast Emissivity Model, version 4 (FASTEM-4; Liu et al. 2011). This change affected the bias of some channels before bias correction; however, after bias correction, the overall fit of the background state to the observations was almost unchanged. The impact of this change on the forecast scores was also neutral.

g. Changes to the forecast model and its initialization

The configuration of the atmospheric model component of the 4DEnVar-based system remains essentially unchanged from that described by Zadra et al. (2014b) and used in the 4DVar-based system, although extensive modifications have been made to the initialization procedure. The Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) model (Côté et al. 1998a,b) is run on a global cylindrical equidistant grid with a horizontal grid spacing of 0.35° × 0.225° in the meridional and zonal directions, respectively. For the 9-h forecasts used to generate the background state, the step length of the two time-level implicit, semi-Lagrangian core has been reduced from 540 to 450 s so that steps coincide with times for which the ensemble covariances are available from the EnKF (Houtekamer et al. 2014). The time step remains 720 s in the medium-range forecast integration.

The only appreciable modifications to the model’s physical parameterizations reside in the calculations of snow density and the thickness of the first prognostic layer. The former involves a correction to a unit conversion of the analyzed value, leading to an approximate doubling of the snow density seen by the model. The latter results in an increased first-layer thickness that enhances the activity of the shallow convective scheme. The impacts of these corrections on the model climate and near-surface forecasts are discussed in more detail in section 4a.

The focus of model development for the 4DEnVar-based system was on the reduction of spinup¹ in the system. A key step in the development of a system that smoothly transitions between assimilation windows was the replacement of the existing full-field digital filter (Lynch and Huang 1992; Fillion et al. 1995), with a four-dimensional incremental analysis update (4DIAU) technique. Unlike the traditional incremental analysis update (IAU) approach, in which a single analysis increment is distributed across the assimilation window (Bloom et al. 1996), time-varying increments for 4DIAU

¹ The term spinup is used generically here to imply rapid evolution of the model state early in the integration and thus includes effects sometimes referred to separately as spindown.
are computed at hourly intervals by 4DEnVar. Lorenc et al. (2015) demonstrate that the filtering properties of IAU described by Polavarapu et al. (2004) apply in an empirical sense to 4DIAU in a hybrid-4DEnVar system because the waves generated by imbalances introduced by the analysis increments are uncorrelated with the slowly varying increments themselves. A confirmation of this result for the 4DEnVar-based system is shown in Fig. 2. Throughout the integration using 4DIAU, gravity wave activity remains near baseline levels, a degree of balance achieved only after 4 h of integration in a comparable simulation initialized with a full-field digital filter.

The smooth transitions between assimilation windows created by the IAU technique (Rienecker et al. 2011) allow for the potential of spinup reduction by recycling of the complete state vector, including physical components. However, the availability of updated surface analyses (not introduced incrementally in the 4DEnVar-based system) and storage limitations make the recycling of the full state impractical (a full checkpoint represents over 750 GB of data and is dependent on the internal memory structure of the model). Instead, the 4DEnVar-based system only recycles a few key variables between integrations: horizontally staggered winds, condensate mixing ratio, and fields related to the boundary layer parameterization. A description of the tests that led to the selection of these variables is provided in section 4c, where it is shown that the adoption of this strategy succeeds in reducing spinup in the 4DEnVar-based system.

h. Other changes

A new global sea ice concentration analysis is used to specify the fixed ice concentration for the atmospheric forecasts. The new system uses a 3DVar approach to assimilate ice concentration retrieved from passive microwave satellite observations (SSM/I and SSMIS) and from the manual ice charts produced by the Canadian Ice Service [more details are given by Smith et al. (2015)]. A set of two-month data assimilation experiments with a previous version of 4DEnVar over February–March 2011 revealed localized changes to the mean surface air temperatures of up to 1 K, most notably

---

**FIG. 2.** The global-mean second time derivative of surface pressure is shown for each forecast lead time, for the initialization techniques shown in the legend. The ability of the different initialization techniques to limit spurious wave activity can be assessed using the second time derivative of surface pressure, a quantity that reflects the departure of the barotropic modes from the Charney (1955) balance because of its direct relationship to the time tendency of column-integrated divergence.
in Baffin Bay; however, there was no significant impact on the short- and medium-range forecasts.

As part of an ongoing effort to unify the work flow software used in research and operations, job management in the 4DEnVar-based GDPS is performed by the EC-developed Maestro sequencer. The unification of the sequencing tool and all of the scripts significantly simplified the technological transfer of this system from research to operations despite the complexity and intersystem dependencies that accompanied the use of 4DEnVar.

3. Evaluation of the modified satellite radiance bias correction procedure

A pair of data assimilation and forecast experiments are used to evaluate the impact of a modified procedure, described in section 2d, for satellite radiance bias correction in isolation. To accelerate the testing, these experiments both use 3DVar with first guess at the appropriate time. Since modification of the satellite radiance bias correction is expected to affect mostly the very large spatial and temporal scales of the analysis increments, the relative impact of this modification with 3DVar should be very similar to the impact with 4DEnVar. The experiments were performed over the two-month period of February–March 2011, with the only difference between them being the procedure used for satellite radiance bias correction. The experiment with the new approach is slightly different from that used in the 4DEnVar-based system, since it is not applied to radiances from SSMIS and geostationary satellite imagers (the previous approach is used for observations from these sensors). An additional difference is that the bias model coefficients are estimated from the four analysis times per day instead of only at 0000 and 1200 UTC. Based on the results from shorter experiments, the first difference was found to affect only the bias of humidity and the second difference has only a very small overall impact.

Figure 3 shows results from the 3DVar experiments using the previous bias correction approach (blue) and the new approach (red), both compared against ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011). The radiance observations assimilated in ERA-Interim are bias corrected using a variational approach that also allows all other observations (including those from GPS-RO and radiosondes) to determine the error bias for radiances (Dee and Uppala 2009). The mean temperature and geopotential height (dashed curves) are both significantly\(^2\) closer to ERA-Interim when the new radiance bias correction procedure is used, most notably above 20 hPa. As stated earlier, the two highest peaking AMSU-A channels (13 and 14) are corrected using static coefficients in the bias model and the same coefficients are used in the two experiments presented in this section. This likely explains why a larger negative temperature bias is seen in the analyses for both experiments above 5 hPa (Fig. 3b). Below this, the improvements result from cooling in the lower troposphere and warming in the upper troposphere and throughout most of the stratosphere introduced in the analysis (Figs. 3a,b) and maintained in the 48-h forecast (Figs. 3c,d). Small but significant improvements in the standard deviation of temperature and geopotential height are seen at layers throughout the column in both the analysis and short-range forecast.

4. Evaluation of changes to the forecast model and its initialization

Modifications to the forecast model component of the 4DEnVar-based system can be broken into three categories as outlined in section 2g: physics, initialization, and recycling. The impact of these changes on the forecasts is assessed using different sets of experiments designed to isolate the contribution from each element. The period of investigation is February–March 2011, with experiments consisting of either forecast-only or data assimilation cycles, as necessary. Whenever possible, the results of experiments whose configurations are close to that of the 4DEnVar-based system are employed; however, some impacts are evaluated in experiments with somewhat different configurations. Most notably, some experiments employ a Yin–Yang ECHAM5 model grid with 0.15° grid spacing (Qaddouri and Lee 2011) instead of the global grid chosen for the 4DEnVar-based system. The change in grid definition is not expected to affect the results presented here in a meaningful way, since each set of experiments is self-consistent in this respect.

a. Impact of physics changes

A correction to the calculation of the thickness of the first prognostic layer increases the activity of the shallow convection scheme (Bélair et al. 2005) by eliminating a dry-adiabatic base in the plume model component of the parameterization. A series of forecasts shows no impact from this correction when evaluated against surface or radiosonde observations, but yields a 2% increase in global cloud cover and a 1% increase in precipitation. An analysis of the planetary albedo suggests that this adjustment is small and potentially beneficial given that comparisons against satellite and surface observations

\(^2\) Significance is computed using permutation tests for both bias and std dev [see chapter 15 of Efron and Tibshirani (1993)].
show that the GEM model produces insufficient cloud coverage (Paquin-Ricard et al. 2010; Garand et al. 2011).
The other potentially relevant physics modification affects the calculation of the maximum snow density. The effect of this correction to an error in a unit conversion is a 2–2.5-fold increase in the density of the snowpack (Bélair et al. 2003). This is expected to have an impact on forecasts through the snow albedo (Carmagnola et al. 2013) and the thermal conductivity of the snowpack. To evaluate the impact of this modification in isolation, the erroneous snow density calculation was reintroduced in the 4DEnVar-based system and tested over an eight-week period. The effect of the corrected snow density calculation on near-surface temperature and dewpoint predictions is shown in Fig. 4. Surface temperature standard deviation is improved by about 0.2 K in the overnight hours, while biases are decreased significantly only in the first 12 h of the forecasts (Figs. 4a,c). This first overnight period is also characterized by improved dewpoint forecasts, while results at longer lead times are mixed (Figs. 4b,d).

b. Impact of modified initialization

The introduction of analysis increments using the 4DIAU technique described in section 2g replaces the digital filter that is applied to the full model fields in
the 4DVar-based system. To assess the impact of this change in isolation, the results from a pair of two-month data assimilation experiments using 4DEnVar and the Yin–Yang model configuration are presented here. The experiments differ with respect to both their initialization procedure (digital filter vs 4DIAU) and their recycling of the model state (to be discussed in more detail in section 4c). Although the majority of the impact described here is consistent with documented issues related to the application of a digital filter to the full fields, the potential for additional contribution from state recycling cannot be ruled out.

After 24h of integration, the impact on the global standard deviation and bias relative to ERA-Interim is neutral for winds and moisture (not shown) and significantly improved for geopotential height (Fig. 5a) despite
being slightly negative for temperature (Fig. 5b). The bulk of the improvement in the height field is focused in the tropics as shown in Fig. 5c, where biases are reduced by almost 3 m in the upper troposphere. The improvement in standard deviation decays with forecast length, but the bias improvement remains significant throughout the forecast.

The source of the increased skill in tropical height forecasts is an improved representation of the semi-diurnal tide (Dai and Wang 1999). A clear wave-2 structure appears in the mean difference between 24-h forecasts of 1000-hPa geopotential height from the two experiments (Fig. 6a), with centers of action in the Pacific and Indian Oceans that are in phase with the semi-diurnal tide at the valid times of the forecasts (0000 and 1200 UTC). Geopotential heights from the experiment using 4DIAU are in better agreement with ERA-Interim than those from the digital filter–based experiment (cf. Figs. 6b and 6c). Although the response function of the digital filter [Fig. 2a of Polavarapu et al. (2004)] suggests a 15% power reduction of this mode on each application, the cumulative effect of filtering is far greater in an assimilation cycle (Sankey et al. 2007). Seaman et al. (1995) demonstrate that it is this repeated filtering of the full fields, rather than the analysis increments alone, that leads to the degradation of the tidal signal. The vertical profiles of height prediction improvements shown in Fig. 5 are consistent with those related to the introduction of an incremental filtering technique [e.g., Fig. 5 of Seaman et al. (1995)], increasing with height in the troposphere in a manner commensurate with the amplitude of a well-represented semi-diurnal tide.

The impact of 4DIAU on model spinup is best evaluated from an energetics perspective. Sankey et al. (2007) demonstrate that the replacement of full-field digital filtering with an incremental approach has a significant impact on mesoscale divergent kinetic energy...
Fig. 6. (a) Difference in 1000-hPa geopotential height in the 24-h forecast (0000 and 1200 UTC) between 4DEnVar experiments using 4DIAU or a nonincremental DF. (b) As in (a), but for experiments using DF or ERA-Interim. (c) As in (a), but for experiments using 4DIAU or ERA-Interim. Note that areas where the surface pressure is less than 1000 hPa are shown in black. The mean 1000-hPa geopotential heights are shown in green contours at 3.2-dam intervals.
following repeated filter applications in an assimilation cycle. This effect can be seen in Fig. 7 for a pair of data assimilation experiments using the different initialization techniques. The mesoscale portion of the energy spectrum is significantly depleted when the full-field digital filter is employed, with kinetic energy associated with motions on these scales reduced by over 50% in the analysis as compared with a short-range forecast. This leads to a dramatic spinup over the first two days of integration. The replacement of the digital filter with 4DIAU ensures that these scales of motion are retained in the analysis. Phenomena with characteristic time
scales of 6–10 h, largely eliminated by the nonselective digital filter, include frontal waves, mesoscale convective systems, diabatic Rossby vortices, and polar lows. Such features are at least partially resolved by the 4DEnVar-based system and can help to establish predictability in the 1–2-day range (Lorenz 1969; Gray 2001; Zhang et al. 2007). Although the standard deviation of short-range forecasts relative to observations or analyses is slightly increased with 4DIAU due to a more fully developed mesoscale spectrum, the retention of these scales should improve the representation of error growth and the reverse energy cascade (Charron et al. 2010; Waite and Snyder 2013).

c. Impact of recycling

An important advantage of IAU-based techniques compared to digital filter or normal mode initialization strategies (Daley 1981) is the creation of a continuous integration path along which the short-term forecasts blend seamlessly between assimilation windows without any abrupt changes. This allows for the potential recycling of the full model state to reduce spinup as described in section 2g. A system without appreciable spinup will remain closer to the model climate [M-Climate; Graham et al. (2013)], with persistent increments indicative of true biases in the model or observations. This attribute of the 4DEnVar-based system is expected to be beneficial for future model development.

A selection of the key components of the model state whose recycling significantly reduces model spinup is required, since full recycling is impractical (section 2g). A perfect-model framework is adopted, based on a continuous reference integration initialized at 1200 UTC 5 February 2011. The same period is covered with a set of integrations that restart every 6 h to mimic an increment-free data assimilation cycle. A comparison of the restarted results with those of the reference integration provides an estimate of the impact of imperfect recycling on the data assimilation cycle. The global-mean absolute difference in surface pressure is used to assess the magnitude of these differences. Similar measures using other fields and levels yield qualitatively similar results. A set of otherwise-perfect restarts perturbed with a bit flip in the sixth significant digit of the state variables is used as a baseline for comparison of difference growth: any combination of recycled variables that leads to an integration whose results approach this level of difference from the continuous reference integration is considered acceptable.

A set of restarted integrations was first performed in which the model’s physical state is perfectly recycled (Fig. 8a). In previous systems, including the 4DVar-based system, the analyzed wind components were computed on the same horizontal grid as the mass variables, instead of on the model’s horizontally staggered Arakawa C grid (Arakawa 1988). The interpolations required for this grid transformation result in differences that exceed those from the bit-flip case by 50%, whereas recycling winds directly on the model grid yields bit-flip-level differences (Fig. 8a). Further testing also shows that, at least in the hydrostatic configuration considered here, recycling of the model-coordinate and real vertical motion fields (Girard et al. 2014) does not appear to be necessary.

Differences when none of the model’s physical state is recycled (as in the 4DVar-based system) exceed the bit-flip case by an order of magnitude (Fig. 8b). The total condensate field [liquid water and ice combined; Sundqvist et al. (1989)] is readily identified as relevant, but corrects only a fraction of the observed differences. The remaining key variables for recycling are related to the boundary layer parameterization (Mailhot and Benoît 1982), in which the higher-order closure depends on predicted turbulent kinetic energy, turbulence regime, and a time-averaged estimate of the mixing length (McTaggart-Cowan and Zadra 2015). The friction velocity and boundary layer height fields are also recycled in the 4DEnVar-based system because these single-level fields represent a small volume of additional data that yield a small marginal benefit in these tests. The prevalence of quantities relevant to the boundary layer is somewhat surprising given that the lower atmosphere typically adjusts on hourly time scales (Stull 1988). However, these variables contain information about the history of the boundary layer state that cannot be reconstructed diagnostically during successive restarts.

The leading-order impact of selective recycling on clouds and precipitation in a data assimilation experiment is shown in Fig. 9. The amplitude of the spinup evident in the cloud field over the first day of the digital filter–based forecast is reduced in the 4DIAU integration with selective recycling (Fig. 9a). The slow adjustment of the latter beyond day 2 appears to be related to upper-tropospheric drying in the analysis that results from a change in how the humidity increments are computed, a complicating factor that is independent of initialization technique. A nearly steady ~0.38 mm (3 h)−1 global-mean precipitation rate in the 4DIAU-based system (Fig. 9b) is indicative of an overall reduction in spinup and the relative proximity of the system to the M-Climate. The initial precipitation peak in the 4DIAU-based system is the result of enhanced convective activity across the intertropical convergence zone. The difference between precipitation accumulations over the 0–3- and 24–27-h periods (Fig. 9c) shows a dramatic spindown of tropical convection in both systems. This
behavior appears to be the result of an unexpected increase in moisture at the top of the boundary layer in the 0.15° Yin–Yang grid configuration that is not observed on the implemented 0.35° × 0.225° global grid. The digital filter–based system suffers from a larger convective spindown, but the associated initial peak is masked by the dramatic spinup of stratiform precipitation over the rest of the globe. The relative lack of spinup in the 4DIAU-based system means that the increment-induced convective peak becomes apparent in the global-mean precipitation time series.

5. Evaluation of combined impact from all changes

Experiments were performed with the new 4DEnVar-based system, including all modifications described in
FIG. 9. Time evolution of (a) global-mean cloud cover and (b) 3-hourly precipitation accumulations during the boreal winter period when using the DF (blue) and 4DIAU with selective recycling (red) in 10-day forecasts with the 0.15° Yin–Yang model configuration. (c) The difference between zonal-mean 3-h-averaged precipitation rates over the 24–27- and 0–3-h periods. Negative values are indicative of spindown and positive values are indicative of spinup. Total precipitation is shown with solid lines while the convective component is shown with dashed lines when using the DF (blue) and 4DIAU with selective recycling (red).
section 2, over the two-month period from 1 February to 31 March 2011 (referred to hereafter as FebMar) and from 1 July to 31 August 2011 (referred to hereafter as JulAug). The results were compared against those from a 4DVar-based system equivalent to the system that became operational on 13 February 2013 (Zadra et al. 2014b). Given the practical advantages of 4DEnVar over 4DVar discussed by Buehner et al. (2013), the results from these experiments demonstrated a sufficient improvement in analysis and forecast accuracy from the new 4DEnVar-based system to justify its operational implementation during the fall of 2014.

a. Verifications against radiosonde observations

First, forecast quality is assessed by comparison with radiosonde temperature and zonal wind observations over three regions (northern extratropics, tropics, and southern extratropics). The statistical significance of the difference between the experiments in bias and standard deviation is shown on left and right sides of Figs. 10a–f, 3

3 Significance is computed using the Student’s *t* test for bias and the *F* test for std dev.
respectively. When greater than or equal to 90%, confidence levels are contained within colored boxes that are either red or blue when the score favors the new or old system, respectively.

The standard deviation is reduced in the 4DEnVar-based system (red) compared with the 4DVar-based system (blue) for the 48-h FebMar forecasts of both zonal wind and temperature in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere in all three regions and down to the surface for winds in the tropics (Fig. 10). The bias for wind is similar for the two systems in the extratropics and generally improved in the tropics with the new system. For temperature, the bias is improved and degraded in different vertical layers, except in the southern extratropics where it is mostly improved using the new system. Compared with the 48- and 120-h forecasts shown here, the temperature bias with respect to the 6-h forecasts shows a more systematic improvement for all levels. Consistent with the expected impact of the new radiance bias correction procedure (section 3), the temperature bias in the 4DEnVar-based system varies less in the vertical, most noticeably in the two extratropical regions.

The differences in standard deviation between the experiments tend to diminish with forecast lead time (Fig. 11). By 120 h, the new system has a similar or reduced standard deviation except for zonal wind in the northern extratropics. The small, but just statistically significant increase in standard deviation for zonal wind in this region (Fig. 11a) is likely misleading (i.e., a type-I error) since the same scores for the 72-, 96-, and 144-h forecasts (and also the standard...
deviation of 120-h northern extratropical forecasts relative to ERA-Interim) all show either a similar or reduced standard deviation for the new system. In the southern extratropics, the standard deviation maintains much of the reduction seen in the 48-h forecasts. The bias for zonal wind and temperature and the relative differences between the two experiments are quite similar at short and medium forecast ranges (cf. Figs. 10 and 11).

Figures 12 and 13 show the same results as Figs. 10 and 11, respectively, except for the JulAug period. The short-range JulAug forecast scores generally resemble those of the FebMar period (cf. Figs. 10 and 12). However, the results suggest a slightly more positive impact from the new system in the lower troposphere in the northern extratropics when compared to the FebMar period. Results for medium-range forecasts are also similar to those seen for FebMar, with a positive or neutral impact from the new system in the southern extratropics and tropics, but a near-neutral impact in the northern extratropics (cf. Figs. 11 and 13).

b. Verifications against independent analyses

The two systems were also evaluated through comparisons with an independent set of analyses from the ERA-Interim (Fig. 14). A general improvement in agreement with ERA-Interim is evident for the new system during both periods, between the surface and 10 hPa and for all forecast lead times, with the exception of a small degradation around 300 hPa at 96 and 120 h in the FebMar period. The largest improvements generally occur during the first two days of the forecasts, as may be
expected from changes mainly to the data assimilation system and the model initialization procedure. In addition to a reduced temperature standard deviation, zonal wind standard deviation and biases of both fields are significantly reduced between the surface and 10 hPa in the short-to-medium range FebMar forecasts (Fig. 15). Similar to the verification against radiosonde observations, the impact of the changes in the new system are somewhat smaller in forecasts at longer lead times, but still generally positive.

c. Verifications against GPS-RO observations

The analyses from the FebMar period were compared against GPS-RO refractivity observations to provide an alternative measure of the accuracy of the mean temperature, which is largely determined by the satellite radiance bias correction procedure (Fig. 16). Even though these refractivity observations were assimilated in both systems, because of their relatively small number compared with satellite radiance observations, it is primarily the radiances that determine the mean temperature (and, therefore, also refractivity) in the analyses. Up to 30 km (around 10 hPa), the analysis bias is in much better agreement with the GPS-RO observations for the 4DEnVar-based system than with the 4DVar-based system. This is consistent with the new bias correction procedure giving GPS-RO observations a more significant role in determining the correction of satellite radiances, and consequently the mean analysis temperature. Above this level, the biases in the two systems increase in amplitude, but with opposite sign. It should be recalled that AMSU-A
channels 13 and 14 (with maximum sensitivity to temperature at around 6 and 2 hPa, respectively) in the 4DEnVar-based system and channels 11–14 in the 4DVar-based system have static bias model coefficients. Therefore, the increased bias in GPS-RO refractivity in the new system above 10 hPa is likely related to how the static bias model coefficients used in the experiment were computed.

d. Verifications against surface observations

Near-surface temperature forecasts from the 4DEnVar-based system are significantly improved at most lead times compared to those of the 4DVar-based system when evaluated against in situ observations taken approximately 1.5 m above the surface from North America during the FebMar period (Fig. 17). The forecast impact varies with lead time with the smallest improvements near solar noon (near 1800 UTC). The reduction in standard deviation is more statistically significant and slightly larger during the first day (Fig. 17a). The temperature bias (Fig. 17c) has a similar diurnal variation to the standard deviation, with a significant reduction in the bias amplitude except for valid times around solar noon. The 50% reduction in the cold bias over the first night of the forecasts initialized at 0000 UTC, accompanied by a 0.5-K reduction in standard deviation, implies that the reduction of spinup in the system has a strong positive impact on short-range

---

**FIG. 14.** Differences in temperature std dev of the forecasts from both systems relative to ERA-Interim as a function of pressure and forecast lead time, such that a positive difference (red shading) corresponds with a smaller std dev for the 4DEnVar-based system than for the 4DVar-based system. The results are shown averaged over the entire global domain during (a) February–March and (b) July–August 2011.
near-surface predictions. At longer lead times, the improved standard deviation of temperature is primarily due to the correction related to snow density (cf. Figs. 4a and 17a). Dewpoint forecasts, however, are affected by the reduction of spinup in both the first overnight period and at longer range (Figs. 17b,d). The latter is consistent with improvements in the estimate of soil properties (particularly soil moisture), which exert a strong influence on near-surface quantities and have some of the longest memory of any field in the assimilation system (Betts et al. 1996). Similar improvements over the JulAug period, most notably a significant reduction in dewpoint standard deviation over the first three days of integration, further demonstrate the positive impact of
spinup reduction on near-surface quantities within the system.

e. Assessment of changes in model spinup

The introduction of analysis increments using 4DIAU and the selective recycling of key components of the physical state were shown to reduce model spinup in section 4. A similar comparison shows that the 4DEnVar-based system predicts a larger cloud fraction than the 4DVar-based system throughout the 10-day forecast integration, with spinup over the first day reduced (Fig. 18a). A gradual increase in cloud cover in the 4DIAU-based system results from a change in the treatment of humidity in the assimilation cycle as noted in section 4c. The nearly complete elimination of the total precipitation spinup in the 4DEnVar-based system is remarkable, as the relatively stable M-Climate rain rate is approached only after 7–8 days of integration in the 4DVar-based system (Fig. 18b). Differences in the spinup of precipitation shown in Figs. 9b and 18b are a by-product of an unexpected sensitivity in the tropical moisture profile to the model grid. The surplus of moisture at the top of the tropical boundary layer in the 0.15° Yin–Yang configuration that led to excessive convective activity during the increment period is absent from the lower-resolution global grid configuration that was finally adopted in the 4DEnVar-based system.

6. Conclusions and discussion

The updated version of the GDPS provides improved forecast accuracy relative to the previous system, based on results from two sets of two-month data assimilation and forecast experiments. The improvements are largest at shorter lead times, but significant improvements are maintained in the 120-h forecasts for most regions and vertical levels. The improvements were shown to result from the combined impact of numerous changes, notably, the replacement of 4DVar by 4DEnVar, an improved treatment of radiosonde and aircraft observations, an improved radiance bias correction procedure, assimilation of new radiance and GB-GPS observations, and an improved approach for initializing model forecasts. Because of the replacement of 4DVar with 4DEnVar, the new system is more computationally efficient and easier to parallelize, facilitating a doubling of the analysis increment horizontal resolution that would have been prohibitively expensive with the 4DVar-based system. The replacement of the full-field digital filter with 4DIAU, and the recycling of several key variables that are not directly analyzed have significantly reduced the model spinup both during the data assimilation cycle and in medium-range forecasts.

The new 4DEnVar-based system was tested in a real-time configuration in parallel with the operational 4DVar-based system during the summer and early fall of 2014. Compared with the configuration used for the 2011 tests presented in this study, several changes were made to the system, including the assimilation of SSMIS data from DMSP-17 and -18 satellites (only data from DMSP-16 were used previously), and the assimilation of several types of data from the MetOp-B satellite: AMSU-A, MHS, IASI, Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT), and GPS-RO. Based on the results obtained during this period, generally consistent with those from the 2011 tests, the decision was made to implement the complete 4DEnVar-based system on 18 November 2014 for operational global deterministic prediction at the same time as the new 4DEnVar-based system for the RDPS, as described by Caron et al. (2015).

Future improvements to the 4DEnVar approach are expected to be achieved through improvements to the 4D ensemble background-error covariances from the EnKF. In the current system, an equal weighting of the ensemble and climatological covariances is used from the surface up to about 40 km. As shown by Lorenc et al. (2015), reliance on the climatological covariances represents a significant limitation of 4DEnVar when compared with 4DVar. Ideally, the covariances in 4DEnVar could be completely determined by 4D...
flow-dependent ensembles from the EnKF. However, experiments at EC with increased weight for the ensemble covariances (and a corresponding reduced weight for the climatological covariances) have yet to result in forecast improvements (Buehner et al. 2013). This suggests that some aspect of the ensemble covariances produced by the current EnKF, or the way in which they are used in 4DEnVar, requires improvement before a benefit can be obtained from reducing the reliance on the climatological covariances.

Additional future improvements to the GDPS will be realized by improving the forecast model. In all previous versions of the GDPS, the short-term forecasts performed in the data assimilation cycle were in a constant state of severe spinup. This was due to the repeated application of the full-field digital filter and the lack of important information transferred from one forecast to the next, especially related to the clouds and turbulence parameterizations. The large reduction in model spinup in the new system should make the model’s short-range

FIG. 17. As in Fig. 4, but for the 4DEnVar- (red) and 4DVar-based (blue) systems.
response to modifications more predictable and consistent with the model climatology.
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